Teacher Evaluation
(Background on Joe, as he reviews teacher evaluations before his course selections)

During Joe’s lunch break from morning classes, he logs into NuCourse to view his registration window time and current year’s course offerings. Joe opens the evaluation window on NuCourse main menu. It displays his current course offerings teacher evaluations, and he is able to see the performance level of each professor. Since Joe’s registration window is currently opened as well, he is able to search for professors for next year’s course offerings.

Joe selects the search bar and types in the professor’s full name, in which his registration windows states which courses he needs to take. Displayed is the exact match of the professor, a short bio, and previous year evaluations of the professor. There is also a star rating displayed for those who do quick glances of professor’s performances. As Joe continues to read the professor’s evaluation, a red blinking timestamp appears in the top right corner, reminding Joe that his registration window is almost open.

Joe continues to look onto other professor’s when a green blinking timestamp appears on the top right corner and a small pronounced sound is heard through his speakers. The green display alerts Joe that his registration window is now open and he is able to register for courses.

Course Selection
(Background on Sally, as she begins reviewing courses, selecting courses, and so on)

During Sally’s short break on co-op she decides to review backgrounds on some of her courses for next semester. Sally quickly logs in to NuCourse and chooses the Courses/Audit tab on the navigation menu. Displayed is a list of all available course offerings for that specific year catered to Sally’s degree audit.
As Sally reviews each course that is offered, a display appears on the right side of the window, showcasing the recently viewed activity, in the style of a news feed. Sally is thankful that the system tracks her recent activity so she won’t forget where she last left off since her last login.

Sally continues to review each course and with each selection the display is updated and a quick flash of the panel occurs, reminding Sally of her most recent activity. This alert system is quite simple and allows Sally to select only the courses she hasn’t already reviewed or enlisted in.

Registration
(Background on Ashley as she completes the registration process for previously selected courses)
As Ashley prepares for class she promptly logins into NuCourse to complete her registration for next year’s courses. Ashley previous login was selecting the courses before her registration window opened, so this time around its just one easy clicks of a button. Once logged in Ashley clicks on the registration link on the navigation menu. Displayed is the list of courses that Ashley previously selected, as well as a green check mark or red x, next to each course.

The markings represent the status of the course, if the course is full the red x is displayed and course is grayed out showcasing that it is no longer available. When you click on the red x, the course selection page is displayed allowing Ashley to choose a different section if available.

Once all courses are added to the cart, Ashley clicks register, which confirms her registration. A simple flash of the screen and a new page appears confirming her registration. Also displayed is the course and sections that Ashley has selected, as well as a print out page for her individual reference.